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 Series 2000 Monopod with Grip-Action Ball Head 
Monopods offer the ultimate in portability and simplicity for 
binocular support.  With the grip-action ball head, tilt to any 
altitude from horizon to zenith simply by squeezing the lever, 
then release to lock. Has enough height to stand under the 
binocular. For up to 8 lbs.  Includes case. 

$89.95 

 Series 3000 Tripod 
A very capable tripod and head at a very affordable price. The 
3000 Series is rated for up to 9 lbs., so is perfect for binoculars 
up to 80mm.  It has a maximum height  of 78"- enough height 
to allow standing underneath a binocular when it is pointed up 
at the night sky. Tripod construction is black-anodized 
aluminum, the pan head is cast aluminum, with a total weight 
of 8 lbs. The pan head includes a quick release plate and 
panning handle. Includes carrying case. 

$149.95 

 Series 4000 Tripod 
The Series 4000 is simply the 3000 tripod legs combined with 
the 5000 head (below).  Ideal for those that want a lighter-
weight and lower-cost tripod, coupled with a very capable 
tripod head.  Total weight is 9 lbs., handles up to 11 lbs.  
Includes case. 

$209.95 

 Series 5000 Tripod 
The Oberwerk 5000 Series tripod and head is the best value on 
the market for a heavy-duty tripod for binocular astronomy. It 
has a high load capacity (up to 16 lbs.) and plenty of height (7 
feet!) to allow standing underneath a binocular when it is 
pointed up at the night sky. Tripod construction is black-
anodized aluminum, the fluid head is cast aluminum, with a 
total weight of 13 lbs. The fluid head includes a quick release 
plate and dual panning handles.  Includes padded case. 

$279.95 

 
Series 2000 Extra Quick-Release Plate $8.00 

 

Series 3000 Extra Quick-Release Plate $8.00 

 

Series 5000 Extra Quick-Release Plate $10.00 

 Oberwerk Heavy-Duty L Adapter 
Perfect for mounting any size binocular with 1/4-20 threading 
to a 1/4-20 tripod head. Very strong metal casting, with rubber 
insert on bottom, which prevents adapter from swiveling on 
tripod head. 

$14.95 


